The Secretary of the Navy, Daniels, inspecting the U.S.S. New Mexico, flagship of the new Pacific fleet, upon its arrival at San Diego, Calif., after successfully passing through the Panama Canal.

Naval Chief Visits Pacific Fleet: England's Royal Heir: Comedienne Rallies Strikers

Secretary of the Navy visiting the Pacific Fleet.

The Prince of Wales greeting an American officer in Hyde Park, London, at the time the royal heir and General Pershing inspected the 3,000 American troops on review there.

English fishermen were puzzled when this odd monster was landed in their mackerel net at Tor Bay, on the east coast of Devonshire. The species, unknown to the fishermen, was eighteen feet long and resembled somewhat a shark and dolphin.

Betty Mat, in the cast of the University of California's popular 'Midship, Sister of Morn,' recently provided in the United Theatre of Hollywood. The production called 'Red St. Denis was Muriel and Ted Haven coaxed Mora.'

The Prince of Wales greeting an American officer in Hyde Park, London, at the time the royal heir and General Pershing inspected the 3,000 American troops on review there.